COME JOIN US AT THE MOST FABULOUS SOCIETY WITHIN LUVS, WHERE EVERYBODY IS WELCOME AND ACCEPTED, NO MATTER WHO YOU ARE!

LUVS LGBT+ is associated with the British Veterinary LGBT+ and so there are lots of exciting opportunities to get involved in, meeting and socialising with queer vets and vet nurses working in practice as well as linking up with the LGBT+ societies of other vet schools.

We join up to march in Pride events each year, but we will also aim to run meet ups throughout the year that are open to everyone. Past examples include bar crawls across Liverpool’s gay town, theatre trips to Manchester, and amazing guest speakers such as Sir Ian McKellen, Clare Balding, and Nigel Owens.

This is no membership fee so to join, simply head over and give our social media pages a follow to keep up to date with all our events!

It may also be worth giving the University's LGBT+ Society and BVLGBT+ a follow for more opportunities to get involved...

And lastly, you can get in touch with LUVS' Diversity Officer via email:

@LIVLGBTPLUS
@BVGLGBT+
LUVSdiversityofficer@gmail.com